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ABSTRACT
The information research systems tends mainly to model the user according to profile and then integrate it
into the chain of access to information, to better meet their specific needs. Given the large number of user
profiles available on the internet, the safeguarding becomes problematic. This paper presents a technic of
safeguard and of implicit construction of the user profile that is part of a distributed backup approach and a
formal construction method using the user behavior as a source for predicting implicitly its need.
Keywords: User profile, Formal context, Personalization, Information research systems.
1

INTRODUCTION

The generalists information research models are
based on the assumption that the user need is
represented by its request, thus, for a given query,
the information research systems (IRS) return the
same results list, however users have different
information needs. Work is now moving towards a
broader definition of the user. It is a stream of
research that seeks the implementation of usercentric systems by representing him by a profile.
The Analysis of user behavior reveals particular
importance. Indeed, it is with full knowledge of
how the user will elaborate his strategies for
information research, that it will be possible to
propose to him the significant information for his
research. The modelisation of profiles and how to
adapt them to different users who do not have a
clear idea of the information they seek, allows us to
provide personalized access to content of scientific
papers based on the exploitation of the user profile.
However, with the significant growth of the
number of web user, the storing the user profile has
become problematic. Generally, the information
search systems store the users profiles in a central
knowledge base, however the user must identify
themselves to determine their profile, other systems
store the profile in the user but if he changes his

workstation or he deletes the historic of his
navigation, the system loses his profile. Other parts,
the use of profiles of other users with the same area
of interest appears interesting.
So, with the event of peer-to-peer (P2P) systems
and their deep exploitation in sharing media files,
motivated us to operate such architectures to create
a user profile. The aim is that the information
research system uses the current user profile and
detects its area of interest in order to use the
profiles of users with the same area of interest, such
moneys are stored in a distributed manner among
users.
2

MODELING THE USER

Without user model, an information search
system will behave exactly the same way with all
users, but these are different: they have different
knowledge, different preferences and needs and
different interest centers. All of these variations can
be grouped under the user profile term.
Different definitions have been proposed of user
profile, according to [10] a user profile (or user
model) is a set of data concerning the user of a
computer service. It is a source of knowledge that
contains acquisitions on all aspects of the user that
can be useful for system behavior. The goal of the
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personalization of the information consists on
modeling the user in the form of a profile, and then
integration of the latter in the process of access to
information.
The user modeling is a process at different stages
namely, a naive representation of interests centers
is based on keywords, as in the case of web portals
MyYahoo, InfoQuest, etc. There are other more
elaborate representations to illustrate the Interests
centers of the user. [2] and [3] represent the
Interests centers as vectors of terms weighted, on
the other hand [4] present them semantically
according to weighted concepts of a general
ontology, or as matrices of concepts by [5].
[2] and [3] proposed a modeling of the user
profile in a class of vectors each of which
represents a center of interest of the user, thus, the
classes centroids represent the user interest centers.
The Semantic representation approaches exploit a
reference ontology for representing user Interests
centers as vectors of weighted concepts of the
ontology used. We quote the hierarchy of concepts
of "Yahoo" or of ODP as sources of evidence most
often used in this type of approach. [4] built the
user profile on a technique of supervised
classification of documents deemed relevant
according to a measure of vectorial similarity with
ontology concepts of the ODP. This classification
allows on multiple search sessions, to associate
with each concept of the ontology, a weight
calculated by aggregating the similarity scores of
documents classified under this concept. The user
profile will consist of all the concepts with the
highest weights representing the user interests
centers. On the other hand [11] operate
simultaneously Interests centers of the user
represented according to vectors of weighted terms
and the hierarchy of concepts "Yahoo". The user
profile will be composed of contexts; each context
is formed of adequate concepts to research and
concepts to exclude from the search.
A matrix representation of the user profile is
adopted in [5], the matrix is constructed from the
search history of the user incrementally, in order to
establish categories representing the Interests
centers of the user and the terms associated
weighted reflecting the degree of interest of the user
for each categories.
Once the choice of representation is made, the
phase of profile's construction is the collection of
information that represent it and this in an explicit
way, based on information provided by the user [6],
for example, when the user views a document, it
indicates his opinion on the degree of relevance of
the document with respect to to his request, or
implicitly, from the consulted documents and the

user behavior (time reading a document, saving,
printing, etc.) [7].
3

DISTRIBUTED USER PROFILE

We propose architecture of distributed backup of
the user profiles represented by Figure 1. The goal
is to generate profiles and save them in the
corresponding user. Only addresses and categories
of the user are stored in the knowledge base of our
IRS, thus each profile is referenced by all of these
categories and accessible via the address of the
user.
Furthermore, when a user submits a query, the
IRS extracts the concepts of the query in order to
infer its categories (a concept is a category for the
ODP ontology). Then, it uses all the profiles of
users with one of the categories of the current user.
So the IRS can use all the recovered profiles
including profile of the current user, in one of the
access to information process (reformulate the
query, sort results …).

Fig. 1. General Architecture

In that section we detail main axes of our approach,
namely our extraction method of categories of the
request using the ODP ontology then we present the
different phases of construction used of the user
profile.
3.1 Extraction of categories
The goal is to extract all the concepts related to
the query using domain ontology ODP (Open
Directory Project). It is regarded as a source of
semantic knowledge in our process of building the
user profile.
Each category defines a concept that represents an
area of interest of a user. We use a vector
representation of all categories, so we extract the
concepts of the query by a search in the vector
space using a vectorial similarity measure between
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vectors representing all categories of the ODP
noted V(Ci) and the vector representing the query
noted V(R).
The article [1] describes in detail our concept
extraction process.
3.2 Construction of the user profile
As part of our work, we need user profiles for the
meta-search engine, so we will focus on two
information’s, namely the relationship between the
concepts of the query and documents and the
relationship between the concepts of the query and
the search engines. We use a formal approach using
the user behavior as a source for predicting
implicitly its need. We distinguish three main
phases, the first phase is the acquisition of
information from the browsing history of the user,
the second is the construction of the formal context
using data retrieved in the previous step. The third
is the generation of profile from formal contexts
previously generated.
3.2.1

•

Context Document Concept “CDC”: defines a
relationship between a set of weighted query
concepts (objects) and a set of documents
(property).

•

Context Engine Concept “CEC”: defines a
relationship between a set of concepts (objects)
and a set of motors (property).

In our case, we say that an object Oi has the
property Pj when this latter is always presents in the
presence of the object Oi. It can be represented by a
matrix where 1 means that the object Oi has the
property Pj and 0 otherwise.

Acquisition of users data

This phase is to collect relevant information to
instantiate the user's profile. We focus on user
interactions with the system. Indeed, the system
saves in the log files the historic of user
interactions, namely the query, the weighted
concepts related to the query, the consulted
documents and search engines associated to this
documents. Indeed, when the user enters a query,
he consults certain documents, so search engines
that gave as results these documents is deduced.
These search engines and documents are called
assets in relation to this request.
To summarize, each request has a list of weighted
concepts and a set of search engines and active
documents in relation to the query.

3.2.2

P, R). The elements of O are called objects and the
elements of P are known as context properties. To
express that an object o of O is related to a property
p of P, we write oRp. This means that object o has
the property p.
In our case, concepts are objects, the properties
are either active documents or active search
engines, so we define two types of context:

Generation of formal contexts

This is an intermediate step that involves
manipulating the history of users in order to
generate subsequently the knowledge’s. These
latter will be stored in our system to provide the
necessary elements to define the user's profile.
Formal concept analysis (FCA) seeks to study the
concepts when they are formally described to make
them precisely defined.
The AFC allows to classify within formal
concepts subset of concepts and its documents and
search engines active. We take O a set of objects, P
a set of property and R a binary relation between P
and O. A formal context is defined by the triplet (O,

Table 1: Example of a Matrix Showing the Relationship
between Object and Property.

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

P1

1

1

1

0

0

P2

1

0

0

1

1

P3

0

1

1

1

1

P4

1

1

0

1

0

3.2.3

Generation of user profiles

From contexts CEC and CDC we have two types
of profile; the first is the link between all concepts
weighted of past queries and search engines asset
called "Profile Engine Concept" (PEC), the second
is the link between weighted concepts of past
queries and the active documents called "Concept
Document Profile" (CDP), they are defined as
follows : ({m1, . . . , mi}; {c1, . . . , cj}),
respectively, ({d1, . . . , dt}; {c1, . . . , ck}), such as
{m1, . . . , mi} is a set of search engines that have in
common the set of concepts {c1, . . . , cj} and {d1,
. . . , dt} is a set of documents that have in common
all the concepts {c1, . . . , ck}.
All profiles represent a cover, in our case, we
have two types of coverage, one for PEC denoted
C1 and the other for CDP denoted C2, ces deux this
two covers represent our knowledge base generated
during the learning phase denoted B(C1,C2).
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In Table 1 objects {O1, O2, O4} have the
properties {P2, P3, P4}, so we can define a profile
P = ({O1, O2, O4}, {P2, P3, P4}).
Example
Suppose for a given query, IRS extract the
concepts (C1, C2, C3). The IRS consults its
knowledge base to retrieve the list of addresses
(A1, A2) of connected users with one of the
concepts (C1 or C2 or C3), so he uses their profiles
to return to the user the results list. We consider
that the user has viewed some documents (D1-D2),
since the engines (E1-E3-E4) gave in results these
documents, then these search engines and these
documents are considered active with the concepts
of the application previously extracted.
We schematize this example by the following
Figure.

Fig. 2. Distributed backup example

4

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

We presented through this paper a method for
distributed backup of user profiles. He is inspired
from the peer-to-peer model where a node can be
both a client and a server, in our case the user shares
his profile and uses the profiles of other users
belonging to his field of interest. We use a formal
representation method of the user profile.
We plan to use our backup and construction
method of the user profile to classify the results in
our meta-search engine.
5
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